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Early history of Mongolia

Archeological digs have uncovered human 
remains in the Gobi and other regions of 
Mongolia dating back nearly 500,000 years. 
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Early history of Mongolia

The 1st Mongolian state - Hunnu was founded
by Mooduni Shanyu in BC209. 

The Great Wall was built partly as defense 
against the nomads from the north.
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Early history of Mongolia
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Early history of Mongolia

In the 4th century Hunnu defeated by the
C h i n e s e  a n d  s p l i t i n t o t w o 2  p a r t s . 
West part of the Hunnu migrated to the Europe.

Attilla was the most powerful king of Hunnu
who settled in Europe.
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Early history of Mongolia

After the Hunnu, Mongolian land was occupied
by Siyanbi, then by Nirun from the III century
until VI century. 

They were also nomads and were one of the
Hunnu tribes in early time.

They owed same territory and power as Hunnu
used to have. 
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Early history of Mongolia

The territory of the Hunnu, Siyanibi, Nirun was 
vast and extended to the Great Wall in the
South, the Lake of Baikal in the North, 
Khyangan mountains in the East and Erchis
river in the West.

In 555 Turkic tribe Tureg got powerful and they
occupied central Asia entirely. Turkic era is
stated as the most tradegic period in early
Mongolian history.
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Early history of Mongolia

Tureg was also  nomadic tribe who was 
neighbouring Mongol tribes in Central Asia.

Turegs are the ancestors of Modern Turkey.

Mongols and Turegs had same belief, which is
prays to the sun, the moon and the nature
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Early history of Mongolia

After the tradegic centuries (VI-VII century) 
Mongolian tribes got the rule of the area again
and Turkig tribes went to the west.

Turkig move to the west was the origin of the
Ottoman empire and modern Turkey.
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History of Mongolia

In 1206, after the several years of war with other
Mongol tribes, Temujin (Chinggis Khaan) the
leader of one of the Mongolian tribe united
Mongol tribes and proclaimed The Great Mongol 
State in Orkhon valley.

He originated the largest land empire in World 
history.
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The map of Mongol Empire
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Historical timeline of Mongol empires

Zurchid1755 – 1911Chin Dynasty11
Mongol1911 - presentMODERN MONGOLIA12

Mongol1368 – 1755Mongol States10
Mongol1260 – 1368Yuan Dynasty9
Mongol1206 – 1260GREAT MONGOL EMPIRE8
Mongol840-1122Kidan7
Turks555 - 840Tureg, Uigur, Kirgiz4
MongolIII - VISyanibi, Nirun2
MongolBC III – AC IIIHunnu1
EthnicityTimelineEmpire
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Mongolia Today
Geography
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Area: 1,564,116 sq km (18th in the world)
Coastline: Landlocked (same as Austria)

Area
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Climate: Continental, warm rainy summers and 
extremely cold winters. 
Sharp seasonal fluctuations and variations. 

Climate
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Terrain: Mountains (40% of the territory) and rolling 
plateaus with vast semi desert zone in the 
south (Gobi).

Terrain
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Facts

The highest point is Huitnii Orgil - 4374m

The lowest point is Khukh Nuurs Khotgor – 518m

Average altitude of 1580m above the sea level

The largest lake is Uvs - 3350 sq. km

The longest river is Selenge - 992km

The most pure lake in the world - Khovsgol
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Animals
Main livestocks

Total 30.4 (mln)
254.2 camel

2.0 horse
1.9 cattle

12.9 sheeps
13.3 goat.
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Animals

Takhi (Prejivaliski horse)
Wild horse in Mongolian steppe
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Animals

Khulan
Wild horse in Mongolian steppe
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Animals

Reindeer
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Animals

Hunter eagle of Kazakh people
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Mineral resource

Coal, copper, molybdenum, gold, tungsten, nickel, 
phosphates, tin, zinc, fluorspar, silver, iron and oil
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Natural hazards

Dust storms, grassland and forest fires, drought, 
and "zud," which is harsh winter conditions
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Economy

1.6 bln USDDebt external8

56.5%Population below poverty line7

6.7%Unemployment rate6

1.4 mlnLabor force5

agriculture: 20.6% 
industry: 21.4% 
services: 58% 

GDP by sectors4

1900 USDGDP per capita3

1.5 bln USDGDP2

Tugrug (MNT)Currency (code)1
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Economy
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Trade

Russia 33.3%, China 23.6%, Japan 
7.4%, South Korea 6%, US 4.6% 

Import 
partner

6

China 47.8%, US 17.9%, UK 15.7% Export 
partner

5

machinery and equipment, fuel, cars, 
food products, industrial consumer 
goods, chemicals, building materials, 
sugar, tea 

Import goods4

copper, apparel, livestock, cashmere, 
wool, hides, fluorspar, other 
nonferrous metals, animal products

Export goods3

1 bln USDImport2

0.85 bln USDExport 1
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Politics and government
Parliamentary/presidentia
l

Government type1

President
Government 

Executive branch7

State Great Khural
/Parliament/

Legislature6

18 years of age, universialSuffrage 5

Civil codeLegal system4

12 february 1992New constitution3

11 july 1921Independence 2
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People

27.9%
68.4%

3.7%

Age structure
0 - 14
15 – 64
65 – above

6
64.8 yearsLife expectancy at birth5

1:1Sex ratio (total population)3
24.6Median age2

2 832 224Total population1

Two thirds of the population is below 30 years old, and 
two fifths of the population is 14 years or below. 
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People

50%
40%

6%
4%

Religion
Buddhist Lamaist
Non religious
Shamanist and Christian
Muslim

5

94.9%
5%

0.1%

Ethnic group
Mongolian
Kazakh
Other (Russian, Chinese)

3
97.8%Literacy (total population)2

MongolianOfficial language1
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Religion

The centre of Lamaist
Buddhism of Mongolia

Gandan temple
Ulaanbaatar
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National clothing

Clothing is closely connected 
with the way of life of the
Mongolian people, with the 
specific features of their 
economic system and with the
n a t u r a l  c o n d i t i o n s  o f 
the country. 
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National clothing
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National clothing

In summer the Mongols wear a 
light coat or frock, the "Terleg“
I n  a u t u m n  a n d  w i n t e r  a
waddedcoat, the "KhovonteiDeel", 
or a lamb skin coat, the "Khurgan
Dotortoi Deel" 
In winter a sheepskin dress 
reminding of a fur coat, the
"Tsagaan Nekhi Deel". 
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National accessories

Knife and steel Drinking cup
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National  house - Ger

Portable housing, tents of nomads
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National  house - Ger

Skeletion of Ger
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National  holiday

After 1921, the Naadam Festival became an official celebration 
of the National Revolution's victory. 

During the holiday 3 kinds of traditional sport events took place.

1. Archery
2. Wrestling
3. Horse racing
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National  holiday

As a rule, several teams of archers 
compete. Each team of 5-7 archers 
should hit 33 leather cylinders 
from a distance of 75 meters.

The team, beating out first all 
cylinders qualifies for the next 
round with the number of targets 
sharply reduced. 
The last round involves only three 
cylinders. 
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National  holiday

The rules of wrestling are rather 
simple- anybody who touches the 
ground first is defeated. 

The rules also are demanding ones 
as neither wrestlers' weight nor 
height is accounted for. 
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National  holiday

There are normally six categories 
of horse racing, depending on the 
age of the horses.

There are no tracks or courses; it is 
just open countryside. 

The horses in each category are 
taken from the starting line to 
some designated landmark a 
suitable distance away, and then 
race back. 
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Foods

Meal – Horhog,Buuz, huushuur, 
bansh, bantan (soup)

Alcohols – Nermel, airag

Milk products – Tarag, eezgii, aaruul, urum and others
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Site Seeing in Ulaanbaatar

Monument of Buddha

Zaisan hill
Ulaanbaatar
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Site Seeing in Ulaanbaatar

Monument of Mongolian
national revolution hero

Sukhbaatar

Sukhbatar‘s square
Ulaanbaatar
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Site Seeing in Ulaanbaatar

9 hult tsagaan tug

Government house
Ulaanbaatar
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For more information
1. Mongolian government organizations

• www.pmis.gov.mn
2. Ministry of road, transport and tourism

• www.mrtt.gov.mn
3. Mongolian tourism

• www.mongolia800.mn
4. National Chamber of trade and commerce /ICC/

• www.mongolchamber.mn
5. Mongolian national clothing

• www.skiouros.net/varia/ncmpr/
6. www.mongoliatourism.com
7. www.investmongolia.com
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Thank You


